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Abstract
Early forecasting is important for health o�cials and decision-makers to respond to public health
emergencies such as the 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. The spread of epidemic is mainly
impacted by the interaction among agents, i.e., individual, hospital and government. In an effort to
e�ciently mitigate the impact of the virus, this original study designed a multi-agents complex adaptive
system model of COVID-19 to detect the trend of the spread in 8 countries by simulating the adaptation
and interaction among the agents. The results show that there should be 127,726 infections in China,
12,000 in South Korea, 729,377 in the USA, 176,623 in Italy, 194,359 in Spain, 165,122 in Germany,
177,462 in France and 149,540 in UK. It is impossible to screen and report all the cases, and the detection
rate may be 82% in Italy, 65% in China, 55% in the USA, and 41% in UK on April 8, 2020. Scenario
simulation results imply that action time is the most important factor in containing the spread of
epidemic. If China had locked down Wuhan city �ve days later, the total infection would be tripled. The
forces of individual, hospital and government should be united in �ghting the virus.

Main Text
Since December 2019, an unexplained pneumonia has been reported in Wuhan city, Hubei Province,
China, and then spreads to other areas in Mainland China and has now been detected in more than 200
locations over the world. As of April 8, 2020, there were a total of 1,366,689 con�rmed cases among
which 83,249 were located in Mainland China. Scholars around the world have carried out a lot of
researches, such as clinical features1,2, genomic characteristics3,4, epidemiologic characteristics2,5 and
spread risks6,7 analyses. These studies provide valuable reference information for prevention and
containment.

It is important for decision-makers to assess the infection situation and the effect of prevention and
control in advance. Given the fact that local emergence may lead to regional outbreaks or global
pandemics, the economic impacts can be devastating8. Timely forecast can help them deploy medical
resources and rescue supplies properly. The chaos that emerged in the early days of Wuhan city’s
lockdown re�ects the lack of early forecasting. Based on the ascertainment rate of infection in Japanese
citizens evacuated from Wuhan some scholars estimated that the ascertainment rate of infection was
around 9.2% and incidence of infection in Wuhan can be 20,767 as of January 29, 20209. An exponential
growth model was adopted to estimate the epidemic curve of COVID–19 cases in mainland China and
found that there may be 469 unreported cases from 1 to January 15, 2020. The reporting rate after
January 17, 2020 was likely to have increased 21-fold10. A simple disease-transmission model of
COVID–19 was established and found that reported number of cases remain lower than modeled
estimates, but ascertainment is increasing over time11. A susceptible exposed infectious recovered
metapopulation model was used to simulate the epidemics across China, and estimated that that 75,815
individuals have been infected in Wuhan as of January 25, 202012. Using the generalized logistic growth
model, the Richards growth model, and the sub-epidemic wave model, Roosa et al. predicted that an
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average total cumulative case was between 37,415 and 38,028 in Hubei and 11,588–13,499 in other
provinces by February 24, 202013.

These studies provide estimation results for COVID–19 in China. However, the forecasts made on
different date vary widely. This is because the process of epidemic is full of dynamic and uncertainty, and
traditional susceptible exposed infectious recovered model doesn’t account for the adapting behavior of
individuals, the changing of the medical resources and governments control power, or the interaction
between them14. Complex adaptive system is a model to simulate the complex and changing reality15. It
is an alternative approach to better re�ect the adapting and changing nature of epidemic16. Many factors
and multiple agents play different roles in the whole process which make it complex and adaptive17,18.
Thus a multi-agents complex adaptive system model of epidemic is needed for the estimation19.

The aim of this study is to simulate the spread of COVID–19 using a multi-agents complex adaptive
system model we originally designed, to reveal the roles of individual, hospital, and government in the
prevention and control, to answer the questions about the time and number of peak infections, and to
provide information for outbreak prevention and control policies in countries around the world. The
advantage of this model is simulating the reality of the process of epidemic incorporating two key
features that are different from the previous studies: dynamic and adaptive. In our model, three agents
which play the key roles are selected: individual, hospital, and government. The dynamic is re�ected by
the interaction and adaptation between agents, and parameters such as isolation rate and spread rate are
adjusted with time. The adaptive is re�ected by assigning values to parameters in a �xed interval, such as
reproduction number, incubation period, recover or death period for each individual. In this study, 8
countries were selected as research objects: China, South Korea, the USA, Italy, Spain, Germany, France,
and UK. The total infections, the peak of illness, and the detection rate of illness are discussed. Three
scenarios are set up to simulate the trend of spread under different control times for China and South
Korea.

This original study addresses key issues in public health emergency of epidemic: how many individuals
have been or will be infected, are there su�cient medical resources, and what is the impact of a
prevention policy? These questions can be answered by the simulation of multi-agents complex adaptive
system that models the adaptation and interaction among agents, i.e., individual, hospital, and
government. The prediction of time and number of peak infections provide reference for the development
of prevention policy and deployment of medical resources for the governments and also alarm the public.

Interaction among individual, hospital and government
The multi-agents complex adaptive system model of COVID–19 consists of agents, the adaptability of
the agents, and the interaction among agents. Agents in this study are individual, hospital and
government (please see Figure 1). Individuals are the objects of virus infection that needs protection and
treatment and additionally, the behaviors of individuals are affected by other agents; hospitals (including
community medical services) provide medical care and isolation to the individuals, and in the meanwhile,
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the expansion of medical resources depends on the deployment from the government; government
implements prevention and control measures that affect the activities of individuals and hospitals.

Simulation results
Parameters of China are in Extended Data Table 1–4. The simulation results for Mainland China are
shown in Figure 2. The total infection in Mainland China is 127,726, among which 109,908 are located
inside Hubei and 17,818 are located in other areas outside Hubei. The peak time of accumulative cases is
March 17, 2020. The peak time of new added cases is February 3, 2020 with a total of 6,474 new cases,
among which 5,247 are located inside Hubei and 1,227 are located outside Hubei. The simulation result is
plotted in Figure 5. The �uctuation of the simulated cumulative infections is closely related to the
su�ciency of medical care resources and the implementation of prevention and control. The lockdown of
Wuhan city on January 23, 2020 and soon afterwards the lockdown of other cities lead to the in�ection
point of the curve. The building of Fire mountain hospital and Thunder mountain hospital, as well as the
building of compartment hospitals provide more than 30,000 beds for medical treatment and isolation.
Thus on February 5, 2020 the infection was sharply reduced. Once being infected, the symptom will show
after the incubation period of 3~14 days, thus the curve of simulated accumulative cases is lagging
behind the curve of accumulative infection.

The multi-agents complex adaptive system models for other countries are constructed separately
according to the unique action of their governments, hospitals and individuals. Parameters of them are in
Extended Data Table 6–19 and the simulation results are in Figure 3. If strict prevention and control were
implemented on March 23, 2020, the total infection in the USA would be 729,377. If strict prevention and
control were implemented on March 20, 2020, the total infection in Italy would be 176,623. If strict
prevention and control were implemented on March 15, 2020, the total infection in Spain would be
194,359. If strict prevention and control were implemented on March 25, 2020, the total infection in
Germany would be 165,122. If strict prevention and control were implemented on March 24, 2020, the
total infection in France would be 177,462. If strict prevention and control were implemented on March
24, 2020, the total infection in UK would be 149,540. Strict prevention and control means the large area
lockdown is implemented by the government, the majority of illness is isolated by the hospital, and the
individuals are aware of the dangerous and reduce their contacts.

Detection rate
The multi-agents complex adaptive system model of COVID–19 is simulating the natural development of
an epidemic, that is, how many individuals will be infected and when they will show symptoms. Due to
the high proportion of individuals with mild symptom, a large number of illnesses will not be tested and
they cannot be included in the reported data. This study uses detection rate to measure the proportion of
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discovered illness. Detection rate is calculated by , where 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑛 is actual data of accumulative
con�rmed cases and 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑚 is simulated results of cumulative illness.

The detection rate inside Hubei, outside Hubei and total in the Mainland China are shown in Figure 4. The
detection rate inside Hubei is 18% at the beginning. Between January 21, 2020 and January 27, 2020, the
hospitals in Hubei are overloaded and the virus testing facility is insu�cient, thus the detection rate
decreased during this period. As 131 hospitals in Hubei are opened gradually to accept patients and 89
institutions in Hubei established the nucleic acid testing ability, the detection rate increased rapidly. It
should be noted that on February 12, 2020 the detection rate in Hubei burst from 39% to 54%. The
causation is that the o�cial diagnostic criteria changed from nucleic acid test to clinical diagnosis
paralleled to nucleic acid test. The con�rmed cases in Hubei thus burst and then the detection rate
increased to 62% on April 2, 2020.

The detection rate outside Hubei is lower than 10% at the beginning, due to the unawareness of the
o�cial agencies and individuals. However, after Nanshan Zhong issued warning on TV the prevention
and control measures were implemented. Relatively fewer patients and adequate medical resources make
it possible for health o�cials to �nd more infected person and trace their close contacts. The detection
rate outside Hubei increased much faster than that in Hubei. At the end of January, the growth rate of
detection rate outside Hubei declined. The detection rate outside Hubei increased to 83% on April 2, 2020.

The detection rate in Mainland China is between the detection rate inside Hubei and outside Hubei, and is
closer to the detection rate inside Hubei because more than 80% con�rmed cases in Mainland China are
located inside Hubei. The detection rate in Mainland China reached 65% on April 2, 2020.

In the early stage, due to insu�cient detection capabilities, inadequate hospital admissions, and delays
for patients to go to hospital, the actual reported data was smaller than (or lagging behind) simulated
data. However, as the medical resource support assembled and the detection capability increased, there is
still a gap between the simulated results and the real-time data. The detection rate may keep growing in
the rest period of the epidemic. However, there are four factors making it di�cult to reach a detection rate
of 100%: (a) Asymptomatic self-recovery; (b) Symptomatic self-recovery; (c) Patients who have
symptoms but cannot be diagnosed due to nucleic acid test errors; (d) Patients who have progressed
rapidly and died before their diagnosis. Due to the existence of these four situations, there will always be
a gap between the true number of infection this study tries to simulate and the o�cial reported number of
con�rmed cases.

The detection rates of all the studied countries on April 8, 2020 are shown in Figure 5. South Korea may
have the highest detection rate of 85%, the detection rate of the USA is 55%, and UK may have the lowest
detection rate of 41%.

Scenarios
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The above results are simulated according to the real situation, for example, Wuhan city was locked down
on January 23, 2020. What would happen if the lockdown be earlier or be later? This study designs three
scenarios for China and South Korea and simulates the spread of the epidemic respectively (parameters
are in Extended Data Table 5 and Table 7). The results are shown in Figure 6. If the lockdown of Wuhan
were implemented on January 10, 2020, the total infection in Mainland China would be 4,327, if it were
implemented on January 15, 2020, the total infection would be 26,112, and if it were implemented on
January 28, 2020, the total infection would be 477,370. If South Korea had powerfully implemented the
lockdown containment on February 20, the total infection would be around 4,000; if on February 25, the
total infection would be around 12,000 (this may be the real situation); and if on March 1, the total
infection would be around 24,000. The peak time of accumulative cases would change accordingly, and
the total death would also change proportionally. The action time (i.e. starting time to prevent and
control) plays the most important role in the whole process of the epidemic. Earlier action will cause
much less illness and death.

Conclusion
Action time is the most important factor in containing the spread of epidemic. If the containment in
Mainland China were implemented earlier on January 15, 2020, the infection would be 1/5 of that on
January 23. It may be no need to lock down the whole city. Controlling the hospitals, residential areas,
and the close contacts were enough. If the containment were delayed to January 28, 2020, the total
infection would be tripled. For other countries such as South Korea, if the powerful control was
implemented 5 days later, the total infection would be doubled.

Individual, hospital and government all play important roles in the prevention and control. In our model,
the setting of parameters such as isolation rate and spread rate has a great in�uence on the simulation
results. Medical resources of the hospital mainly affect isolation rate. Lockdown and restriction policy
from the government and the obedience of the individual mainly affect spread rate. Higher isolation rate,
stricter policy and more cooperative individuals will reduce spread rate signi�cantly.

This study provides a new approach of modeling COVID–19 by multi-agents complex adaptive system
considering individual, hospital and government. It can help the decision-makers to pre-judge the
development of the epidemic, implement the prevention and deploy the medical resources more
scienti�cally. Restricted by the data availability, this study only chooses individual, hospital, and
government as agents. If more agents such as research institution, news media, and transportation could
be included, the multi-agents complex adaptive system model will be more effective. Other countries now
facing the similar situation could also introduce this model to guide the implementation of epidemic
prevention, and united the individual, hospital, and government in �ghting the invasion of the virus.

Methods
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Parameters for individual are population, incubation period, recover or death period, and reproduction
number. Parameter for hospital is isolation rate which indicates the proportion of infected individuals that
are isolated. It is related to the number of beds available for isolation and treatment. Parameter for
government is spread rate which indicates the proportion of infected individuals that go out and spread
the virus. It is related to the travel restriction and control of the infection source (please see Extended Data
Figure 1). The parameters are evolving over time, interacting with each other, and in�uencing each other.
If the government implements better prevention and control, the spread rate will decrease to a much lower
level.

The reproduction number for every individual is 1 or 2 which means one infected person will spread the
disease to 1 or 2 people in one day, but not every infected person go out and spread the disease. How
many infected people go out and spread the disease depends on the isolation rate and spread rate. The
isolation period (ip) is an integer randomly assigned from 3 to 14. The recover or death period (rp) is an
integer randomly assigned form 7 to 20. For every individual, once being infected at time t, he/she will be
illed on day t+ip, and will be recover or die on day t+ip+rp. Once recovered or dead, the individual will be
removed from the population.

The infection and illness are calculated in a matrix (please see Extended Data Figure 2). Taking the
population size of n, isolation rate (ir) = 0, spread rate (sr) = 1 as an example, the calculation of the
infection and illness is shown in Figure 3. The numbers in red represent the individuals from 1 to n.
Individual No.1 is the original infected person. On day 1, the reproduction number of No.1 is 1, and No.1
spreads the disease to No.5, thus row 5 column 1 is marked by 1+ip+rp. On day 2, No.1 and No.5 are both
infection resources. No.1 spreads the disease to No.2, and No.5 spreads the disease to No.7 and No.9,
thus row 2 column 1, row 7 column 5, and row 9 column 5 are marked by 2+ip+rp. Who will be infected is
chosen randomly, and the infected individual may be repeated because in the reality the close contacts
may also be overlapping. This process is repeated from day 1 to day t. The number of rows with marks at
day t is the number of cumulative infection CIt. The individuals will be illed on day Ti, Ti = t+ip, and will
recover or die on day Tr, Tr = t+ip+rp. The parameter ip and rp are assigned separately for every individual.
The number of illness on day t is the number of individuals whose Ti = t. The number of recover or death
on day t is the number of individuals whose Tr = t.

The number of source St means how many infected individuals will spread the disease on day t. The
number of source is calculated by

𝑆𝑡  = (𝑆𝑡−1  − 𝐶𝐼𝑡−1  ∗ 𝑖𝑟) ∗ 𝑠𝑟

The model for mainland China is divided into two phases which simulated the process inside Hubei and
outside Hubei separately (please see Extended Data Figure 3). The �rst phase is before the lockdown of
Wuhan city, the virus is mainly spread inside Wuhan with the population of 14 million (the sum of
permanent residents and �oating population). After that, 5 million people in Wuhan traveled out for the
Spring Festival, among which 75% went to other areas in Hubei, and 25% went to other provinces outside
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Hubei. Thus the second phase consists of two parts: inside Hubei with the population of 50 million, and
outside Hubei with the population of 1000 million. The prevention and control effects are different inside
and outside Hubei, thus the parameters are different. Once being constructed, the model was trained
using the historical data. The parameters of isolation rate and spread rate are adjusted in the process of
training and stopped when the curves of new illness are well �tted.
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Figure 1

Interaction between the agents
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Figure 2

Simulation results for Mainland China
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Figure 3

Simulation results for the USA, Italy, Spain, Germany, France, and UK
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Figure 4

Detection rate inside Hubei, Outside Hubei and in Mainland China

Figure 5
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Detection rates of the countries on April 8, 2020

Figure 6

Scenarios for China and South Korea
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